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Site. The Plantation, a tiny part of the RPG associated with Wimpole Hall, it is not a primary or highly 
significant element and is part of the later remodelling of the estate in the nineteenth century.  

The designation citation notes that the wider RPG includes a complex and extensive designed landscape of 
avenues, tree belts, lodges, brooks, gardens and pleasure grounds, a kitchen garden, gravel terraces, lawns, 
parterres, glasshouses, designed parkland and a deer park. None of these elements, other than the trees of 
Victoria Plantation, are visible from the Site. There are designed views that radiate from the Hall, none of 
which involve Victoria Plantation. The Plantation is merely a later example of one of many peripheral tree 
belts used to screen the primary elements of the estate from the surrounding agricultural landscape. It is 
highly unlikely that the Victoria Plantation, on its own and without the association to the wider RPG, would 
meet any of the criteria to be designated as a registered park and garden in its own right.  

The RPG has a c.145m frontage onto Cambridge Road. The Site holds a c.80m frontage onto the Road with 
the Site’s north-eastern edge directly in line, across the Road, with the north-eastern edge of the RPG. The 
grounds of Volvac House, on Fisher’s Lane, takes up the remaining frontage opposite the heritage asset. 
The linear residential development noted in the assessment to the north of the Site abuts the north-eastern 
boundary of the RPG. 

The south-eastern portion of Victoria Plantation is legible from much of the Site as an area of visually 
homogeneous mature, dense woodland. There is no indication or legibility that this woodland is part of a 
complex, extensive and multi-phased designed landscape associated with the seventeenth-century Wimpole 
Hall (remodelled in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as a neo-Classical country house). The 
Plantation, as it approaches and addresses Cambridge Road, is legible from parts of the Site only as a block 
of mature woodland. Its significance as a heritage asset is not legible from the Site. Consequently, the Site 
does not significantly contribute to the significance of the asset. 

The Site does not figure prominently in views of Victoria Plantation from surrounding countryside. The built 
heritage statement, provided to inform consideration of the Site’s allocation, notes the key views from Toot 
Hill (to the east of the Site) and from Old Wimpole Road (to the west of the Site). In the former, the Plantation 
is read as a visually homogeneous belt of dense woodland with the Site to the left fronting existing built form. 
The built form along Cambridge Road, to the north of the Site, continues to the right. There is no ready 
legibility of the extensive breadth of the contributors to the whole asset’s very high significance. 

In the latter view, from Old Wimpole Road, the Site is largely visually lost in the foreground of Toot Hill. There 
are some glimpsed views of the existing built form on Fisher’s Lane with the dense woodland belt of Victoria 
Plantation to the left. Again, there is no ready legibility of the breadth of the asset’s significance. 

There are no views into and, presumably, out (excepting from a c.80m section of the south-eastern boundary 
edge along Cambridge Road) of the Victoria Plantation in relation to the Site. There is no legibility of the very 
high significance of the RPG from the Site. 

Even if there were any such views and any degree of legibility of the asset’s very high significance, the 
submission’s indicative master plan provides for a significant buffer of built form away from the north-western 
end of the Site addressing Cambridge Road, with strengthened and deepening of the planting in this area 
that will provide a sympathetic element to Victoria Plantation’s setting in this direction.  

In summary, the Site: 
• Is within 100m of the non-statutory Grade I registered park and garden (RPG) associated with Wimpole 

Hall; 

• No other heritage asset is relevant to this case; 

• The assessment concludes that the Site can take some quantum of residential development; 

• The Site’s residential context is not a Historic [built] Environment consideration; 

• A tiny portion of the RPG (the south-eastern boundary of the Victoria Plantation) addresses the north-
western boundary of the Site; 

• The Victoria Plantation is not a notable portion of this very highly significant heritage asset, such that of 
itself, it is very unlikely that it would meet any criteria to be designated as a registered park and garden; 

• There are no significant views into and out of Victoria Plantation with the Site; 

• Views from the Site allow no legibility of the RPG’s very high significance;  








